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（平均 μ，分散 σ2，歪度 S，尖度 K，エネルギー

























カテゴリ 適合率 [%] 




















































































OS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 64bit 












成功[frame] 失敗[frame] 精度[%] 
歩行者 117 23 83.6 
自動車 86 6 93.5 
計 203 29 87.5 
表３.２：追跡実験の結果（処理速度） 
検出 追跡 計 
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Study on Image Retrieval System and Object 
Detection Method Using Fractal Coding Feature 
Satoshi TSURUMI 
   Fractal image coding is a block-based scheme that exploits the self-similarity hiding with an 
image. Fractal codes are quantitative measurements of the self-similarity of the image, and 
collage error distribution of block characterizes the degree of self-similarity in it. Furthermore, 
fractal codes can be used to obtain a practical image indexing system because of its 
compactness and stability. The most important reason using fractal codes is able to deal with the 
images in compressed form. Thus fractal indexing is suitable for use with large database. In this 
study, we propose a new image retrieval system and object detection method based on fractal 
coding features that are collage error distribution and block partition structure in fractal codes. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves a high precision tracking which is 
faster than MPEG method.
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